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I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Supreme Court’s decision in Turner v. Rogers created a stir in the civil-right-to-counsel and access-to-justice communities. A unanimous Court ruled that there was no categorical right to counsel under the Due Process Clause in a civil contempt case based on failure to pay child support, even where the contemnor faced incarceration. The majority nonetheless found that South Carolina’s procedures violated due process. The Court reached this result after considering not only the rights at stake in the proceeding but potential drawbacks from the appointment of counsel, and steps short of creation of a categorical right to counsel that might sufficiently protect against an erroneous deprivation of liberty. The Court identified “procedural safeguards” that, when taken together, might provide the necessary protection for a defendant in a civil contempt case for failure to pay child support. Because Mr. Turner was not appointed counsel and the South Carolina procedures failed to provide necessary procedural safeguards, the Court held that Turner’s incarceration violated due process.

As discussed below in Part II.C, the responses to Turner varied. Some commentators decried the Court’s refusal to recognize a categorical right to counsel, while others praised that decision. Some focused on the promising implications, from an access-to-justice perspective, of the majority’s decision to recognize that the question of appointment of counsel is tied to the fairness of the underlying procedures. Others feared that the decision might foreshadow a rollback in the number of civil proceedings in which states currently recognize a right to counsel. The responses suggest that, while the decision represents a civil-right-to-counsel “loss,” it might well represent an access-to-justice “win.”

Despite the presumptive importance of a Supreme Court decision, the trends that form Turner’s backdrop are likely to have far greater impact on a civil right to counsel and access to justice than the decision itself. The Supreme Court infrequently addresses these issues, while state courts, state legislatures, and state access to justice commissions regularly grapple with the
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flood of unrepresented litigants in the courts. Whether *Turner* proves to be a watershed or a footnote, the success of access-to-justice initiatives, including an expanded civil right to counsel, will likely be determined in other arenas.

This article begins by describing *Turner*, the access-to-justice backdrop against which *Turner* was decided, and scholarly responses to the decision. The article next revisits a comprehensive access-to-justice strategy I have articulated elsewhere that is consistent with the logic of *Turner*. The three-pronged strategy involves (1) expanding the roles of the key players in the court system to promote meaningful access, (2) utilizing an array of assistance programs short of full representation by counsel, paired with rigorous evaluation of the programs to identify the scenarios in which they can sufficiently protect the interests at stake, and (3) an expansion of a civil right to counsel where the lesser steps cannot afford meaningful access. Because the true meaning of *Turner* will emerge only over time, the success of the access-to-justice initiatives that formed *Turner*’s backdrop will be more likely than the *Turner* decision itself to achieve the goal of meaningful access. The article illustrates the way in which progress on an array of initiatives, consistent with all three prongs of the comprehensive strategy, is underway. The article concludes with observations and questions that are implicit in *Turner* but which must be articulated and answered to help assess whether those without counsel can receive meaningful access to justice in the courts in the post-*Turner* world. While the solutions depend on the coordinated efforts of many actors in the public and private sectors, the courts themselves, as *Turner* suggests, must play a crucial role.

II. *Turner v. Rogers*: The Decision, Access-to-Justice Backdrop, and Scholarly Response

A. The Turner Decision

*Turner* involved the appeal of Michael Turner, who had been held in civil contempt for his failure to make child support payments to Rebecca Rogers, the mother of their child. Turner repeatedly failed to pay the amount due and was sentenced on numerous occasions to imprisonment for failure to pay; Turner was jailed on three occasions, the final time for a year. Turner was unrepresented at his civil contempt hearings and, while incarcerated, retained a pro bono attorney to challenge the failure of the South Carolina court to appoint counsel for him.
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On appeal, all nine justices of the Supreme Court held that the Due Process Clause did not automatically require appointment of counsel on the facts presented. The four-person dissent would have ended the analysis there: “The only question raised in this case is whether the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment creates a right to appointed counsel for all indigent defendants facing incarceration in civil contempt proceedings. It does not.”

The majority analyzed the due process arguments through the lens of the *Mathews v. Eldridge* balancing test, which requires consideration of “(1) the nature of ‘the private interest that will be affected,’ (2) the comparative ‘risk’ of an ‘erroneous deprivation’ of that interest with and without ‘additional or substitute procedural safeguards,’ and (3) the nature and the magnitude of any countervailing interest in not providing ‘additional or substitute requirement[s].’” The Court relied on *Lassiter v. Department of Social Services*, which applied the *Mathews* test in determining that the Due Process Clause did not provide a categorical right to counsel in termination-of-parental-rights proceedings.

Applying the *Mathews* test to the *Turner* facts, the majority first found that the freedom from bodily restraint, the private interest affected, “argues strongly for the right to counsel that Turner advocates.” However, in considering the final two factors, the Court concluded that the balance tipped against appointment of counsel in all civil contempt proceedings in which incarceration is threatened for three reasons. First, on the critical issue of the defendant’s ability to pay, “when the right procedures are in place, indigence can be a question that in many—but not all—cases is sufficiently straightforward to warrant determination prior to providing a defendant with counsel.” Second, since the person opposing the defendant was “not the government represented by counsel but the custodial parent unrepresented by counsel,” the Court noted that a requirement that the state provide counsel to the noncustodial parent “could create an asymmetry of representation that would ‘alter significantly the nature of the proceeding’”; indeed, doing so might not only mean “a degree of formality or delay that would unduly slow payment” but also “could make the proceedings less fair overall, increasing the risk of a decision that would erroneously deprive a family of the support it is entitled to receive.”

Third, the Court believed that “there [was] available a set of ‘substitute procedural safeguards’ . . . which, if employed together, [could] significantly reduce the risk of an erroneous deprivation of liberty” without incur-
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ring drawbacks inherent to an automatic right to counsel.\textsuperscript{17} The Court identified four such safeguards:

(1) notice to the defendant that his “ability to pay” is a critical issue . . . ; (2) the use of a form (or the equivalent) to elicit relevant financial information . . . ; (3) an opportunity [for a] hearing for [the defendant] to respond to statements and questions about his financial status; and (4) an express finding by the court that the defendant has the ability to pay.\textsuperscript{18}

Since the “record indicate[d] that Turner received neither counsel nor the benefit of alternative procedures” like those the majority had described, the Court held that Turner’s incarceration violated the Due Process Clause.\textsuperscript{19}

B. The Access-to-Justice Backdrop to Turner

Turner was not decided in a vacuum. With unrepresented litigants flooding the courts, court and bar leaders have struggled to respond to the phenomenon, which has triggered access-to-justice initiatives and a push for an expanded civil right to counsel. The Turner decision, and the scholarly commentary it spawned, must be analyzed against this backdrop.

1. Unmet Legal Needs, the Shortage of Legal Services, Unrepresented Litigants in Courts and the Impact of the Absence of Counsel

Legal-needs studies consistently show that roughly eighty percent of the legal needs of the poor go unaddressed.\textsuperscript{20} The recent recession has increased the numbers of Americans whose basic human needs are at issue in legal proceedings, and need counsel.\textsuperscript{21} Many unmet legal needs involve housing, family, and consumer issues.\textsuperscript{22} A related trend is the shortage of available and affordable legal services. Legal services offices represent only a fraction of eligible clients seeking assistance.\textsuperscript{23} The same funding crisis
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that has expanded the numbers of those needing help has decimated the ability of legal services offices to provide assistance.24

With a high incidence of unmet legal needs and a shortage of lawyers for the poor, unrepresented litigants (also referred to as “self-represented” or “pro se” litigants) are flooding the courts. Most family law cases involve at least one party without counsel, and often two.25 “Most tenants, many landlords, and most debtors appear in court without counsel.”26 Unrepresented litigants disproportionately are minorities and typically are poor.27 They often identify an inability to pay for a lawyer as the primary reason for appearing without counsel.28 As the reality has set in that unrepresented litigants are here to stay, the phenomenon has gained attention across the country among those involved with the courts, including judges, court managers, lawyers, and bar associations.29 Conferences, publications, and websites have begun focusing on problems involving cases with unrepresented litigants.30

The consequences of appearing without counsel are devastating, since unrepresented litigants often fare poorly in the courts. Studies and accounts suggest that representation can be a crucial variable impacting case outcomes in eviction, custody, debt-collection, and benefits proceedings.31 Yet, recent empirical work involving randomized studies suggests that the correlation between full representation and case outcomes is not clear in all settings.32
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2. The Access-to-Justice Movement

Concern about the fate awaiting unrepresented litigants in the courts gave rise to a renewed commitment to access to justice. Over the past fifteen years, access-to-justice initiatives have proliferated, spurred by conferences dedicated to the topic. The conferences of judges and state court administrators have adopted resolutions calling for the courts to provide meaningful access to justice. The number of state access-to-justice commissions has increased rapidly; sixteen states created such commissions between 2003 and 2008. The commissions, created by order of state supreme courts, are comprised of members of stakeholders in the legal system. The commissions have a “broad charge to engage in ongoing assessment of the civil legal needs of low-income people in the state and to develop, coordinate, and oversee initiatives to respond to those needs.”

3. The Civil-Right-to-Counsel Movement

The years after 2003, the fortieth anniversary of Gideon v. Wainwright, saw a sharp increase in activity supporting a civil right to counsel. Articles, conferences, and speeches addressed the issue, while membership increased in the newly formed National Coalition for a Civil Right to...
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Counsel (NCCRC). Advocates pursued test cases and legislative strategies, attempting to establish the right to counsel. In 2006, the American Bar Association (ABA) unanimously adopted Resolution 112A, urging the provision of “legal counsel as a matter of right at public expense to low income persons in those categories of adversarial proceedings where basic human needs are at stake, such as those involving shelter, sustenance, safety, health or child custody,” as determined by each jurisdiction. The adoption of ABA Resolution 112A spurred activity often coordinated with, and bolstered by, the work of state access to justice commissions.

C. The Scholarly Response to Turner

The online legal blog Concurring Opinions sponsored a symposium with immediate reactions to Turner. Over the following year, articles by Judith Resnik, Benjamin Barton and Stephanos Bibas, Laura Abel, and Richard Zorza explored the tensions in Turner reflected in the Concurring Opinions symposium. Three salient concerns involve (1) the Court’s failure to find a categorical right to counsel, (2) the promise of increased access to justice flowing from the majority’s analysis, and (3) the danger that the promise of increased access will be undermined by the implementation of Turner’s requirements.

42 See, e.g., Paul Marvy & Debra Gardner, A Civil Right to Counsel for the Poor, HUM. RTS., Summer 2005, at 8, 9.
1. Turner and the Categorical Right to Counsel

Many contributors to the Concurring Opinions symposium decried the
Supreme Court’s failure to find a categorical right to counsel in a case in-
volving not only the prospect but also the reality of incarceration. Norman
Reimer, Executive Director of the National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers, observed that “[f]rom the criminal defense practitioner’s stand-
point, the Court’s decision betrays naïve simplicity and a breathtaking dis-
connect from the real world.”51 Asking, “Does the Supreme Court Get It in
Turner?,” Peter Edelman, professor at Georgetown University Law Center52
and Chair of the District of Columbia Access to Justice Commission, noted
that to “say that alternative measures would even the playing field is not to
understand the world of trying to navigate the court system without a law-
yer.”53 John Pollock, the Coordinator of the NCCRC, called the decision “A
Day Late and a Dollar Short,” noting that state courts have recognized and
“will continue to increasingly recognize what the Supreme Court could not:
litigants should not be expected to fend for themselves when extremely im-
portant interests (be they physical liberty, or parenting, or physical safety, or
others) are at stake.”54

In contrast, Benjamin Barton and Stephanos Bibas argued that “Turner
got it right.”55 Bibas, a University of Pennsylvania Law School professor,
argued Turner in the Supreme Court,56 while Barton, a professor at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee College of Law, submitted an amicus brief in Turner on
behalf of a group of law professors advocating against a categorical right to
counsel.57 Barton and Bibas praised the Court’s refusal “to constitutionalize
a new civil Gideon right,” steering “future developments” toward “more
sustainable pro se court reform.”58 They concluded with “[t]wo-and-a-
half [c]heers for Turner,”59 which recognized “that different cases have
differing levels of complexity and differing need for lawyers” and that there
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are available “less intrusive alternatives, most notably pro se legal assistance.”\textsuperscript{60} Taking into account the complexity of the case and the interests of pro se custodial parents properly “accommodate[s] resource constraints and tradeoffs.”\textsuperscript{61}

2. Turner and the Promise of Increased Access to Justice

The commentators uniformly acknowledge that the Court did not recognize a categorical right to counsel in the fact pattern presented in Turner. Yet, many nonetheless praise the decision as holding out the promise of increased access to justice in the courts. Jo-Ann Wallace, Executive Director of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association, called the decision “a watershed moment”; she observed that, “[t]o the extent we can use the Turner due process analysis to ensure that courts provide a fair system for unrepresented litigants, our hopes of improving the administration of justice in this country are significantly improved.”\textsuperscript{62} The moderators of the Concurring Opinions symposium summarized the entries as understanding Turner to pave the way for a range of “positive jurisprudential and access-to-court impacts . . . over time.”\textsuperscript{63} Turner’s obligations might lead courts to assure “fundamental fairness” through procedural safeguards, making the courts more open and accessible.\textsuperscript{64} Turner also might empower access-to-justice commissions and national leaders to expand their roles and develop strategies to increase access in the courts. Finally, Turner might trigger progress in identifying safeguards that help protect self-represented litigants, identifying which litigants most need representation by counsel, and loosening “unauthorized practice laws” where complexity gives way to simplicity.\textsuperscript{65} Zorza, one of the moderators of the symposium and a leader in self-represented litigation and access-to-justice movements, published a series of articles exploring the implications of Turner for access-to-justice initiatives generally\textsuperscript{66} and the role of judges in cases involving self-represented litigants in particular.\textsuperscript{67}

Building on her contribution to the symposium, Laura Abel analyzed Turner’s implications for a right to meaningful access to the courts.\textsuperscript{68} Abel,
Deputy Director of the National Center for Access to Justice and formerly of the Brennan Center for Justice and NYU Law School,69 reads *Turner* as rein-
vigorating the doctrine of meaningful access to the courts articulated in *Bounds v. Smith* in 1977 but severely limited twenty years later in *Lewis v. Casey*.70 *Bounds* held that the Constitution guarantees prisoners “a reason-
ably adequate opportunity to present claimed violations of fundamental constitutional rights to the courts,”71 discussing the need not only to be able to file petitions and papers but also to have sufficient access to legal materials. *Lewis* rejected a class action lawsuit brought by prisoners in Arizona state prisons who challenged their lack of access to the courts due to inadequacies in the law library and the lack of photocopying facilities, severely limiting the right to access articulated in *Bounds*.72 The broader interpretation of *Bounds*, rejected in *Lewis*, is the vision of meaningful access embraced by Justice Breyer’s decision in *Turner*.

3. Turner and the Illusion of Increased Access to Justice

The cautious optimism flowing from the portions of *Turner* that lay the groundwork for increased access is tempered by the fear that the promise is illusory. Judith Resnik, a Yale Law School professor with expertise in federalism, procedure, courts, equality, and citizenship, argues that the *Mathews* balancing test can serve as a veneer “to mask the lack of genuine empiricism.”73 “Neither judges nor litigants can identify with any rigor the actual costs of various procedures” or the basis for knowing “whether adding lawyers would enhance accuracy or produce more misguided results.”74 Thus, “[w]hile one can state the equation, one cannot do the math because the data are missing.”75 Resnik asks, “How in the future can one ascertain that the requisite findings are made and procedural alternatives installed?”76 Observing that the trial judge “spent less than five minutes, made no findings on the record, left the form incomplete, and sent Turner to jail for twelve months,” Resnik contends that the public in-court process revealed the “in-
adequacies of the decider of fact.”77 Resnik questions the ability of the Court’s scheme to deliver on the promise of fairness.78
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While Abel praises Turner for embracing the broader vision of meaningful access articulated in Bounds, she notes that the Court’s approach to evidence related to meaningful access “threatens to rob the standard of any real meaning.” “What Turner gives with one hand, it takes away with the other.” Abel illustrates her concerns by discussing the Court’s approaches in Lassiter v. Department of Social Services and Walters v. National Ass’n of Radiation Survivors. In Walters, the Supreme Court reversed the trial court’s decision based on explicit factual findings showing the procedural and substantive difficulties facing veterans in pursuing disability claims, resulting from atomic-bomb tests, against the Veterans Administration. The Court rejected findings below regarding the need for representation by counsel, concluding that only a “tiny fraction of the total cases together” were “complex” in the sense of involving tricky legal questions. Lassiter’s rejection of due process claims seeking a categorical right to counsel in termination-of-parental-rights cases included a dismissive approach to studies showing the importance of counsel in reducing erroneous determinations; Justice Brennan’s dissent, while acknowledging their methodological limitations, found the studies persuasive.

Turner raises troubling issues regarding the role of evidence in the Court’s assessment as to the adequacy of access and process. The Lassiter and Walters Courts ultimately rejected or found unpersuasive evidence before them as to the actual difficulties facing litigants in having their claims heard meaningfully in court; the Turner Court’s assertions regarding the simplicity or complexity of the litigation were based on arguments and information outside the trial court record, and lacked any rigorous statistical analysis to support the conclusions. Abel concludes “that the only way to make the meaningful access standard meaningful is for the courts to rely on empirical evidence regarding the capabilities of pro se litigants.” Contributors to the Concurring Opinions symposium similarly called for better empirical work to help understand and evaluate the actual impact of court processes and procedures on self-represented litigants, rather than the theoretical impacts assumed by the court.
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III. TURNER AND A COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS-TO-JUSTICE STRATEGY

This part first articulates a comprehensive strategy that connects access-to-justice initiatives with an expanded civil right to counsel as a unified response to the flood of unrepresented litigants in court and the perils facing many of those litigants as they attempt to navigate the legal system without counsel. Next, it illustrates how the logic of Turner fits this strategy, while cautioning that lessons of Lassiter serve as a reminder that the true impact of Turner itself may not be understood for years to come. The final subpart demonstrates that the pieces of the comprehensive strategy are in place. While Turner may prove to be an important tool in implementation of the strategy, the success of the strategy will likely depend on continued progress in each of the components of the strategy independent of Turner itself.

A. A Comprehensive Access-to-Justice Strategy

I articulate elsewhere an overarching, coordinated access-to-justice strategy that includes three prongs. Prong one involves expansion of the roles of the court system’s key players, such as judges, court-connected mediators, and clerks, to require them to assist unrepresented litigants as necessary to prevent a forfeiture of important rights. These individuals must play an active role to maintain the system’s impartiality and ensure that unrepresented litigants do not forfeit rights due to the absence of counsel. At the same time, the court must take steps to simplify procedures, provide assistance to litigants in various forms, more effectively utilize technology, and reduce barriers to meaningful participation that currently impede those without counsel.

Prong two encourages the increased use of a variety of assistance programs, but requires that the programs be rigorously evaluated to identify which most effectively protect litigants from the forfeiture of rights. This prong covers assistance programs beyond the work of court personnel and short of full representation by counsel, including hotlines, technological assistance, clinics, pro se clerks’ offices, “Lawyer of the Day” programs, and self-help centers, which are developed to provide assistance to litigants who otherwise would receive no help at all. These programs are an important component in the strategy to increase access to justice. Yet, a comprehen-
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sive access-to-justice strategy requires careful evaluation of the programs to identify which programs help stem the forfeiture of rights and which only help the courts run more smoothly, without affecting case outcomes. Programs not affecting case outcomes may be worthwhile, but they are not a solution to the problem of the forfeiture of rights due to the absence of counsel.

Prong three calls for the adoption of a civil right to counsel where the expansion of the roles of the key players and the assistance programs do not provide the necessary help to vulnerable litigants.92 When revising the roles of judges, mediators, and clerks and using assistance programs short of full representation are insufficient, a denial of access and routine forfeiture of rights are unacceptable outcomes, and a civil right to counsel must be established. The 2006 ABA Resolution, with its focus on basic human needs, is an important starting point for prong three.93

B. Turner Is Consistent With the Comprehensive Access-to-Justice Strategy.

The comprehensive access-to-justice strategy described above is consistent with the logic of Turner. The right to counsel is tied not only to the rights at issue but the procedures in place. Where courts provide meaningful access and assistance programs are effective, there may be fewer litigants in need of counsel. Where procedures deprive litigants of meaningful access and steamroll their claims, more litigants will require appointed counsel.

Turner’s focus on the complexity of the case is consistent with access-to-justice goals as well. The Court found the child support claims there to be “sufficiently straightforward,”94 suggesting a different result might obtain in a case with more complex claims. The Court also noted that the opposing party was unrepresented by counsel.95 It is not antithetical to the call for an expanded civil right to counsel to consider the capabilities and circumstances of both parties, suggesting a different result in some settings where the opposing party is a well-funded, represented party as opposed to an indigent, unrepresented one. The greater the imbalance of power between the parties, the greater the need for counsel will be.96

C. Rereading Lassiter as a Caution in Interpreting Turner

While the logic of Turner is consistent with a comprehensive access-to-justice strategy, it would be a mistake to assume that is how the case will be understood over time. Scholars analyzing Turner have differed on the wis-
dom of the policy implications of the decision but have agreed that only time will tell what the true impact of the decision will be.\textsuperscript{97} \textit{Lassiter} itself, a crucial underpinning to \textit{Turner}, serves as a cautionary tale against a definitive assessment in the aftermath of the decision as to which parts of the \textit{Turner} decision are most important and how the decision will eventually come to be understood.

\textit{Lassiter} and its legacy underscore the wisdom of recognizing that the words within the four corners of the decision are only part of what constitutes a decision’s legacy. \textit{Lassiter} held that due process did not require a categorical right to counsel where termination of parental rights is involved.\textsuperscript{98} Under \textit{Lassiter}, whether a litigant is entitled to counsel as a matter of due process turns on the application of the \textit{Mathews v. Eldridge} test to the particular case.\textsuperscript{99}

Despite a presumption against a right to counsel, \textit{Lassiter} stated that a litigant may overcome that presumption on a case-by-case basis by demonstrating that the \textit{Mathews} factors favor appointment of counsel.\textsuperscript{100} As Clare Pastore observes, however, “[d]etermining how, and how often, the trial courts actually perform this due process analysis is a remarkably difficult task . . . .”\textsuperscript{101} “Without a detailed analysis of trial court minute orders, records, and perhaps even transcripts, how often pro se litigants request counsel, much less how courts handle such requests in the vast bulk of unappealed cases, is impossible to tell.”\textsuperscript{102} Despite the enormous number of pro se litigants, there is no evidence that judges appoint counsel regularly even on a case-by-case basis.

By the time \textit{Turner} was decided, \textit{Lassiter} stood less for the proposition that a civil right to counsel should be decided on a case-by-case basis and more for the proposition that a civil right to counsel exists primarily where such a right has been upheld as a matter of state law, whether by court decision or statute.\textsuperscript{103} The reality may flow inevitably from the high volume of self-represented litigants flooding the courts, the crowded dockets of judges in the state courts, and the absence of a dedicated funding stream to pay for counsel on a case-by-case basis. Regardless of the path that led to the current understanding of \textit{Lassiter’s} meaning, this understanding could
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not be inevitably gleaned from the decision’s four corners. For similar reasons, the true impact of Turner remains to be seen.

D. The Pieces of a Comprehensive Access-to-Justice Strategy Are Already in Place.

If Turner’s legacy will develop over time, then its impact, and the progress on providing meaningful access, will depend on changes implemented by the state courts and legal communities that deal with courts flooded by self-represented litigants. While the adoption and implementation of an overarching strategy consistent with Turner would seem to face immense challenges, steady progress has been achieved on each prong of the strategy articulated above. The subparts below summarize recent activities related to each of the three prongs of the comprehensive strategy. The subparts begin with changes involving the role of the courts (prong one), before turning to assistance programs short of full representation by counsel (prong two). The final subpart discusses activity related to prong three, an expanded right to counsel.

1. Prong One: The Role of the Courts

Regarding prong one, the attitudes toward the roles of judges, court-connected mediators, and clerks have undergone a sea change over the past fifteen years. The increased emphasis at conferences and trainings on judges playing an active role in protecting the rights of litigants and the publication of materials to guide judges in actively assisting litigants while remaining neutral reflect this reality.104 Some states issued protocols or guidelines to assist judges in the handling of their cases involving self-represented litigants.105 The materials to which judges have access include a national bench guide106 and a curriculum, complete with PowerPoint slides, case scenarios,


and videos. Reflecting the trend toward acceptance of the more active judicial role, the ABA added a new comment to the Model Judicial Code allowing judges “to make reasonable accommodations to ensure pro se litigants the opportunity to have their matters fairly heard”; as of 2012, twenty-three jurisdictions have adopted the ABA comment or comparable language.

Scholars have provided the underpinnings for this change by arguing persuasively that the active judicial role and the concept of judicial engagement are appropriate as a matter of both judicial ethics and policy. Discussions regarding the active judicial role occur in settings designed to promote access to justice and against the backdrop of access-to-justice resolutions designed to make the courts more accessible to those without counsel. As the National Bench Guide, a pathbreaking resource for judges, urges, judicial engagement in the overall functioning of the justice system is critical “to expand services and resources that will allow the system to work effectively and to build resources so that cases involving self-represented litigants can truly be decided on the law and facts of the case.” This sea change with regard to prong one is consistent with Turner. Zorza asserts that Turner “will greatly influence the judicial handling of civil self-represented litigation.” “Lurking behind this changed judicial environment is the Court’s effective endorsement of judicial engagement as helping ensure, and indeed sometimes required to ensure, fairness and accuracy, and to meet the

---


110 See Engler, supra note 25; Jona Goldschmidt, The Pro Se Litigant’s Struggle for Access to Justice: Meeting the Challenge of Bench and Bar Resistance, 40 FAM. CT. REV. 36, 42–43 (2002) (rejecting the idea that impartiality equals passivity, and urging judges to be far more active in the adversary process); Richard Zorza, The Disconnect Between the Requirements of Judicial Neutrality and Those of the Appearance of Neutrality When Parties Appear Pro Se: Causes, Solutions, Recommendations and Implications, 17 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 423, 425 (2004) (arguing that “our focus on the appearance of judicial neutrality has caused us improperly to equate judicial engagement with judicial non-neutrality, and therefore to resist the forms of judicial engagement that are in fact required to guarantee true neutrality”).

111 See supra notes 33–34 and accompanying text.

112 See supra note 34.

113 NATIONAL BENCH GUIDE, supra note 106.

114 Zorza, supra note 67, at 16.
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requirements of due process.” 115 Turner’s required procedural safeguards comprise a duty imposed on judges. 116

2. Prong Two: Assistance Short of Full Representation by Counsel

Regarding prong two, the ongoing development of assistance programs ensures that energetic and innovative advocates will continue to try to identify ways to provide assistance, despite the shortage of resources. 117 The extensive list of programs that have emerged along what may be understood to be a legal services spectrum includes self-help services, public legal education and information, advice from nonlawyers, and advice and brief services by lawyers in various settings. Programs vary in terms of the services they provide, with some providing legal advice and document preparation, and others limiting their services to general information and assistance. Some programs involve publicly funded lawyers, while others use volunteers from the private sector. An array of nonlawyers—including paralegals, law students, court personnel, community groups, and members of social services organizations—may work separately or with the lawyers. The assistance might be provided in person, either inside or outside the courthouse, or over the telephone, via e-mail, or through the Internet. 118 The careful articulation of goals, the commitment to match needs with structures of assistance programs likely to effectuate the goals, and the use of evaluative tools to ensure that the programs are delivering as anticipated are essential tools for the prong-two strategy.

3. Prong Three: An Expanded Civil Right to Counsel

a. Litigation in the State Courts

Turner amounted to a rare statement by the United States Supreme Court on the topic of a civil right to counsel. The more frequent litigation activity has been in the state courts. In 2006, Pastore summarized litigation post-Lassiter, citing close to one hundred cases in the article. 119 Numerous cases concerning a civil right to counsel arose around the country after Pastore’s article went to press. 120 For example, a pair of Massachusetts decisions extended the civil right to counsel in certain proceedings involving children.

---

115 Id.
116 Id.
117 See, e.g., Abel, supra note 50 (manuscript at 5).
118 For a more detailed discussion of the variety of potential programs, and ethical issues that flow from the varying structures, see Russell Engler, Opportunities and Challenges: Non-Lawyer Forms of Assistance In Providing Access to Justice for Middle-Income Earners, in MIDDLE INCOME ACCESS TO JUSTICE 145 (Michael J. Trebilcock, Anthony J. Duggan & Lorne Mitchell Sossin eds., 2012).
119 Pastore, supra note 101.
in need of services and privately initiated adoptions. In one instance in Alaska, litigation led to the appointment of counsel for an indigent parent in a private custody dispute. A Washington appeals court found, as a matter of statutory construction, that Washington’s provision of a right to counsel in dependency proceedings included the concurrent family court proceeding in which the trial court would consider whether the child should return home.

Other recent litigation efforts to expand the civil right to counsel have failed. Court decisions in Washington limited the right to counsel, or found no right at all, in areas including, for example, child truancy and termination proceedings. The Wisconsin Supreme Court denied a petition to create a civil right to counsel by court rule. In an intriguing decision for post-

Turner analysis, the New Hampshire Supreme Court, in a 2–1 decision, found constitutional a 2011 statute abolishing the statutory right to counsel for an indigent parent alleged to have abused or neglected his or her child, holding that the decision to appoint counsel should be made on a case-by-case basis. The concurring justice would have found that all such cases should be decided on a case-by-case basis, while the dissent would have found a categorical right to counsel. All three opinions relied on Mathews or Lassiter in their analysis; none even cited Turner.

b. State Legislative and Administrative Initiatives

Beyond litigation, legislative and administrative initiatives provide an alternative strategy to pursue an expanded civil right to counsel. Massachusetts’s revised Uniform Probate Code provides a qualified right to counsel for persons facing potential appointment of a guardian or conservator. New York expanded the right to counsel in place for child custody cases heard in family courts to similar proceedings in the state’s supreme courts.

---

121 In re Adoption of Meaghan, 961 N.E.2d 110 (Mass. 2012) (holding that both parents and children are entitled to a right to counsel in privately initiated adoption proceedings that are contested); In re Hilary, 880 N.E.2d 343 (Mass. 2008) (extending the right to counsel to parents at the dispositional phase of a Children in Need of Services (CHINS) proceeding if the judge is considering awarding custody to the Department of Social Services).


124 In re Dependency of MSR, 271 P.3d 234 (Wash. 2012) (ruling that some, but not all, children are entitled to counsel in termination proceedings, with the decision resting in the discretion of the judge); Bellevue Sch. Dist. v. E.S., 257 P.3d 570 (Wash. 2011) (denying a right to appointed counsel for a child in truancy proceeding); In re Dependency of A.P., 163 Wash. App. 1018 (2011) (unpublished table decision) (finding that a parent in a dependency case does not have a statutory right to counsel).

125 In re Petition to Establish a Right to Counsel in Civil Cases, No. 10-08 (Wis. Feb. 24, 2012) (declining to amend SCR 11.02 as requested by the petitioners).

126 In re C.M., 48 A.3d 942 (N.H. 2012).

127 See id. at 950 (Lynn, J., concurring); id. at 953 (Conboy, J., dissenting).

128 See id. at 945–46 (majority opinion); id. at 950–51 (Lynn, J., concurring); id. at 958 (Conboy, J., dissenting).


130 Marvy & Abel, supra note 44, at 132.
Tennessee expanded the right to counsel for parents in certain proceedings involving the adoption code.\textsuperscript{131}

In contrast, other legislative efforts reduced the scope of the civil right to counsel. New Hampshire’s legislation removing the statutory right to counsel for parents in abuse proceedings survived the recent challenge in \textit{In re C.M.}, discussed above. Louisiana enacted legislation requiring the appointment of counsel for a parent facing termination of his or her parental rights through an adoption proceeding brought by a family member,\textsuperscript{132} only to repeal the legislation two years later and replace it with a discretionary appointment system.\textsuperscript{133}

Administrative initiatives also impact the civil-right-to-counsel and access-to-justice movements. In 2007, the Supreme Court of Washington promulgated Rule 33, providing for “Requests for Accommodation by Persons with Disabilities”; among the authorized accommodations are, “as to otherwise unrepresented parties to the proceedings, representation by counsel.”\textsuperscript{134} Amendments to court rules and ethics codes have authorized Limited Assistance Representation (LAR), often referred to as “Unbundled Legal Services” or “Discrete Task Representation,”\textsuperscript{135} and added provisions supporting an expanded judicial role in assisting self-represented litigants to promote access to justice and allow litigants to be fairly heard.\textsuperscript{136}

\textit{c. Experimentation, Pilot Projects, and Empirical Work}

A third strategy to expand the civil right to counsel and promote increased access to justice involves the growing use of pilot projects and experimentation, often paired with data collection and empirical work. Pilot projects can serve to obtain data and build support for civil-right-to-counsel initiatives, particularly where the support and funding for a full right to counsel in a substantive area is not yet established and the alternative would be no action at all. In Massachusetts, the task force charged with exploring the civil right to counsel proposed pilot projects across four substantive areas before obtaining funding to conduct two eviction-defense pilots.\textsuperscript{137} California’s Sargent Shriver Civil Counsel Act established three-year pilot programs for the right to counsel in cases affecting basic human needs (such as

\textsuperscript{131} S.B. 0417, 107th Gen. Assemb. (Tenn. 2011).
\textsuperscript{132} Marvy & Abel, \textit{supra} note 44, at 132.
\textsuperscript{133} H.B. 1146, 2010 Reg. Sess. (La. 2010).
\textsuperscript{134} WASH. GR 33(a)(1)(C) (2012).
\textsuperscript{136} See \textit{supra} notes 108–109.
domestic violence, deprivation of child custody, housing, and elder abuse). The Texas Access to Justice Foundation sponsored two civil-right-to-counsel pilot projects. While denying the petition to create a civil right to counsel, the Wisconsin Supreme Court noted the existence of a pilot project being conducted by the Wisconsin Access to Justice Commission in conjunction with the court, asking to be kept “apprised of the progress of the Pilot Project.”

IV. BEYOND TURNER

While Turner stands as an important civil-right-to-counsel decision, its importance should not be overstated. The most meaningful activity in the civil-right-to-counsel and access-to-justice arenas has occurred at the state, rather than the federal, level. Access-to-justice and civil-right-to-counsel initiatives will continue in the post-Turner world. Whether those initiatives proceed because of Turner, despite Turner, or independent of Turner remains to be seen.

The context that provides Turner’s backdrop and the reaction to Turner nonetheless highlight crucial issues that will define the progress toward meaningful access to justice post-Turner. This part first presents observations for access-to-justice and civil-right-to-counsel initiatives that emerge from the discussion surrounding Turner. It then turns to the importance of research needed in the wake of Turner, while at the same time exploring the important connection between the need for research and the need to pursue policy choices that must shape the research and that may need to be made in advance of the completion of research. The final subpart uses Turner to frame specific research questions that access-to-justice and civil-right-to-counsel initiatives will need to address.

A. Observations

1. An Expanded Civil Right to Counsel Will Depend on Politics More Than Doctrine.

The politics and principles of social change are more likely than the development of constitutional or statutory doctrine to dictate the successes in

---

139 For a summary of the Texas pilots, see Texas Launches Two Civil Right to Counsel Pilots, CIV. RIGHT TO COUNS. UPDATE (Nat’l Coal. for a Civil Right to Counsel), June 2010, at 2, available at http://www.civilrighttocounsel.org/pdfs/2010-June-Civil-Right-to-Counsel-Update.pdf.
140 In re Petition to Establish a Right to Counsel in Civil Cases, No. 10-08, slip op. at 3 (Wis. Feb. 24, 2012).
the expansion of a civil right to counsel.\textsuperscript{141} Any implementation of a civil right to counsel, whether categorical, limited, or on a case-by-case basis, will involve painful questions of line drawing.\textsuperscript{142} Strategies that engage a broad array of stakeholders in the difficult task of identifying crucial starting points for where counsel is most likely to be needed are essential to progress on this front. This exercise will necessitate a prioritization of potential areas based on their importance and must involve a shared understanding as to the effectiveness of counsel over lesser forms of assistance.\textsuperscript{143}

The same holds generally with access-to-justice initiatives. Acceptance of the more active role of judges in cases involving self-represented litigants depends on the recognition that the problems facing the courts are here to stay, and on judicial education and training. Stakeholders similarly recognize that training of court staff, the push toward simplification, the increased use of technology to assist litigants, and the advent of self-help centers and court-based assistance programs are essential steps in responding to the crises facing the courts and litigants. In the face of severe cutbacks in resources for the courts, it remains to be seen whether the programs and initiatives will be derailed or viewed as essential to serving the public in a world of scarce resources. If Zorza is correct that there is an “emerging consensus” regarding the need to increase access to justice and employ system-wide triage,\textsuperscript{144} it is from that consensus that the seeds of any expansion of a civil right to counsel will emerge.

2. Access-to-Justice and Civil-Right-to-Counsel Initiatives Should Complement One Another and Need Not Be in Conflict.

While critics of a categorical civil right to counsel like Barton and Bibas correctly note that we “live in a world of scarcity,”\textsuperscript{145} they overstate their case by presenting pro se reform and a civil right to counsel as either/or choices.\textsuperscript{146} The comprehensive access-to-justice strategy described above illustrates the need for access-to-justice initiatives, including pro se reform, to work in tandem with an expanded civil right to counsel. Since a scarcity of resources will persist for the foreseeable future, the logical extension of the Barton and Bibas argument would be to eliminate the categorical right to counsel everywhere. That Barton and Bibas nowhere argue that position reflects their own values as to which cases are most important, and which

\textsuperscript{143} See, e.g., id. at 116–17 (describing a seven-step process I have previously proposed).
\textsuperscript{145} Barton & Bibas, supra note 49, at 990.
\textsuperscript{146} See id. at 985–94; see also Benjamin H. Barton, \textit{Against Civil Gideon (and for Pro Se Court Reform)}, 62 Fla. L. Rev. 1227, 1228–29 (2010).
are less so. Their position implies that the deprivation of physical liberty in criminal cases is a more important right than the rights involved in a private custody dispute or an eviction case, and that appointment of counsel is therefore more critical. Yet, many parents would choose to serve thirty days in prison before giving up custody of their children. Many tenants would choose a temporary loss of liberty to avoid eviction and homelessness.

The right to appointed counsel must reflect our societal values, rights, and interests. The proper response to scarcity is not to draw artificial lines based on unstated value systems such as a presumption that a criminal case is always more important than a custody or eviction case, but to have an explicit conversation as to which types of issues or interests are most important and why, paired with careful analysis of what levels of intervention are necessary to protect those interests. Both pro se reform and an expanded right to counsel are needed, rather than one or the other.


The post-\textit{Turner} commentary and increased use of pilot projects reflect the need for better data. While studies exist regarding both the impact of representation on case outcomes and the effectiveness of limited assistance and self-help programs, basic questions remain unanswered.\textsuperscript{147} The data regarding limited assistance and self-help programs typically focus on data points such as “customer satisfaction,” shedding little light on the programs’ effectiveness in impacting case outcomes.\textsuperscript{148} While reports and accounts in the areas of housing, family, debt-collection, and administrative proceedings typically show a dramatic impact where litigants have representation,\textsuperscript{149} most of the reports may be methodologically unsound due to the failure to eliminate “selection bias” (whether by the clients who choose to seek lawyers or the cases the lawyers choose to take) in the cases studied.\textsuperscript{150} The few studies that eliminate selection bias raise questions regarding the impact of representation, noting that variables such as the judge, the court’s procedures, the pool of cases, the lawyering strategies, and the nature and extent of the assistance in the control group might impact the results to varying degrees.\textsuperscript{151} As Abel observes, “Unfortunately, there is a shortage of solid, reliable data con-

\textsuperscript{147} See, e.g., Engler, \textit{supra} note 26, at 45.
\textsuperscript{148} See \textit{id.} at 66–73.
\textsuperscript{149} See \textit{id.} at 46–66.
\textsuperscript{150} See Greiner & Pattanayak, \textit{supra} note 32, at 2178–96 (critiquing the existing work).
\textsuperscript{151} See The Importance of Representation, \textit{supra} note 137; Greiner & Pattanayak, \textit{supra} note 32.
cerning which specific types of legal assistance various types of litigants need to obtain meaningful access.”

b. The Failure to Identify Key Factors That Should Impact Decisions Amounts to Making Unwitting and Ill-Informed Policy Choices.

Despite the gaps in research, courts, bar leaders, and legislators make policy decisions that rely heavily on the data that exist, without acknowledging that the choices may lead to a decrease in meaningful access to justice. For example, the emphasis on docket control provides incentive for judges to move their cases and for the system to focus on cases that are not resolved quickly. There is no countervailing pressure to explore cases that settle through an unmonitored, hallway negotiation between a represented party and an unrepresented one, which are approved with minimal judicial oversight. If judges must only explain why some cases sit on their dockets longer and never need to defend the fairness in terms of outcomes of the cases involving minimal judicial oversight, the relative importance of speed versus fairness is evident. Articulating ways to measure fairness, collecting data, and providing oversight to ensure fair processes and outcomes in the speedy cases must offset the pressures of docket control.

c. While Better Research Should Inform Policy Decisions, the Absence of Research Cannot Serve as an Excuse for Inaction.

It is not inconsistent to press ahead with policy decisions based on tentative conclusions while simultaneously accumulating more data to allow for adjustments in the conclusions. Despite the methodological weaknesses of many of the existing reports, they nevertheless suggest a number of conclusions. First, representation is only one variable impacting case outcomes. The substantive law, the procedural law, the judge or decision maker, and the operation of the courts are other factors. Second, power matters greatly in interpreting the dynamics of cases. Identifying power imbalances and the sources of power are important steps in analyzing where full representation is more likely to be needed and where lesser forms of assistance might suffice. Finally, where representation is needed, a representative with specialized expertise in the area of law and the forum is likely to be needed, as opposed to merely any representative.

---

152 Abel, supra note 50 (manuscript at 14–15).
154 See Engler, supra note 26, at 73–85.

Turner illustrates the types of inquiries that must be explored so that the promise of meaningful access articulated in Turner is not illusory. Questions include: (1) What must the evidence show? (2) How complex is too complex? (3) How great must the risk of error be? and (4) Who has what burden in a world short of a categorical right to counsel? How those questions are answered as a matter of policy and what data are developed to justify the policy decisions will be crucial in determining whether access is meaningful or illusory.

1. What Must the Evidence Show?

If evidence-based access to justice requires more data and better research, what, exactly, should the data show? Threshold questions or decisions as to what information is most crucial to inform sound policy choices are essential both to facilitate the search for existing information and also to guide the design of needed research. For example, if one were interested in evaluating the effectiveness of a self-help program offering assistance in housing matters, it would be important to understand the goals of the program, to determine whether to research the process of giving assistance or the case outcomes achieved, and to settle on data points to measure. If the goal is to reach as many people as possible, then data about time spent per case might be crucial. If the goal is to eradicate confusion and demystify the court process, then client interviews regarding their understanding might be crucial. If the goal is to measure the impact of the assistance in terms of case outcomes, then selecting crucial data points, such as retaining possession or obtaining repair orders, and a method for obtaining the information, such as by review of a court file or some other route, could be important.

The questions raised by Turner involve the fairness of the process for litigants absent counsel. But how can one begin to collect data regarding the fairness of a process without some agreement as to what constitutes a fair process? One might examine court data to learn the incidence of success, by various measures, of those appearing with versus without counsel. Absent an understanding of what constitutes an acceptable norm, it is impossible to interpret the data to determine whether the results are unfair or unacceptable. David Udell therefore reads Turner as suggesting the need for an “access to justice index” because “[s]o little is known about what is necessary to assure ‘fundamental fairness’ in our justice system.”

155 Udell, supra note 87.
2. How Complex Is Too Complex?

One crucial factor in *Turner* was the Court’s view that child support cases are relatively simple. How complex is too complex, and who makes this assessment? Abel notes that the Supreme Court’s approach in *Turner, Lassiter,* and *Walters* suggests a cavalier approach to the question of data—that is, a willingness to make an independent judgment about fairness and complexity without data or by ignoring data introduced in the lower courts.\(^\text{156}\)

Complexity can relate to the substantive law and procedures as well. While lawyers and judges unfamiliar with the intricacies of landlord-tenant law in some jurisdictions might presume that the proceedings are simple, experts in the area often consider the law complex and the cases quite adversarial.\(^\text{157}\) For Barton and Bibas, critics of a categorical civil right to counsel and proponents of pro se reform, “[s]ome exceptional civil cases may merit counsel, either because they are particularly complex or because they are otherwise especially important or meritorious.”\(^\text{158}\) The concepts of “exceptional,” “particularly complex,” and “especially important and meritorious” imply that the decision to appoint counsel will be relatively rare, and elide the question of from whose perspective, and based on what information, the determination of complexity and importance will be made. Bewildered litigants without counsel routinely find complex many cases that experts in the area deem simple.

Where proceedings are too complex for litigants to handle on their own, who should provide the assistance? Again, the answers should be informed by data, not dictated by assumptions or invocations of scarcity. In discussing *Turner,* commentators identify a range of actors who might provide assistance to pro se litigants, including public-interest lawyers, pro bono lawyers, lay advocates, and court personnel, to name a few.\(^\text{159}\) Greiner, Pattanayak, and Hennessey identify lawyers and the manner in which they litigate cases as one potential variable impacting case outcomes.\(^\text{160}\) The three-pronged approach suggested above urges the use of limited assistance programs, paired with rigorous evaluation, to identify what interventions actually impact case outcomes and preserve basic human needs. Scarcity alone cannot drive the decision making.

3. How Great Must the Risk of Error Be?

The *Mathews* factors, reaffirmed in *Lassiter* and *Turner,* requiring consideration of the risk of error, further illustrate the need to inform policy choices with data. The concept of an erroneous outcome assumes the con-
cept of a correct one, which can be defined and measured. Moreover, regardless of the definition selected for an erroneous outcome, what is an acceptable error rate? The right to counsel on the criminal side does not seem to depend on empirically sound data showing that defendants would lose most cases without counsel and win them with counsel. To the contrary, the frequency of convictions, by plea bargain or at trial, attests to the idea that even a relatively small risk of error is too great a risk given the stakes.

How should this notion play out on the civil side? How likely must it be in an individual case that error might occur before the risk is too great? For a category of cases, is the need for representation triggered if we fear the risk is that 5%, 30%, 50%, or 90% of the cases will be erroneously decided? Reliable empirical work can help measure, but it is at the policy level that the understanding as to what level of error is unacceptable for a system that promises the balanced scales of justice must be determined.

4. **Who Has What Burden in a World Short of a Categorical Right to Counsel?**

Questions related to the acceptable risk of error implicate concerns articulated by right-to-counsel advocates regarding the case-by-case implementation of the right to counsel. The questions and analysis above suggest that counsel will never be appointed under a scheme in which litigants must themselves prove the need for counsel. Litigants who can prove what needs to be proven will show they are capable of self-representing; litigants overwhelmed by the system will be ill equipped to meet their burden.

The [Turner](#) Court identified as one reason for not appointing counsel for Mr. Turner the fact that the mother, Ms. Rogers, was herself without counsel and the Court did not want to trigger an imbalance in the adversarial system. Presumably, therefore, the Court might be more amenable to the provision of counsel where an imbalance of power exists. The substantive law, familiarity with the procedures, being a repeat player, and having access to counsel are sources of power. In contrast, poverty, unfamiliarity with the legal system, or barriers in terms of language, literacy, education, age, or disability are among the factors that make litigants particularly vulnerable.161

What, exactly, must this vulnerable, disadvantaged litigant do to demonstrate the need for counsel? The litigant first must recognize that the request for counsel is an option, something not acknowledged by the courts thirty years after [Lassiter](#).162 Must the litigant then perform the legal analysis to demonstrate how, absent counsel, particular meritorious claims or defenses will not be presented to the court, resulting in an erroneous outcome? Must the litigant marshal data on the court’s operation, demonstrating the unfairness of the procedures in a statistically significant way? Will the deci-

---

161 Engler, *supra* note 26, at 78–79.
162 See *supra* Part III.
sion maker be the judge in the case, who daily operates in the forum and likely presumes his or her court is fair, as opposed to unfair? What is the burden of proof for this presentation? Must the litigant merely raise a viable issue, prove that the risk of error is certain to occur, or meet the burden by a preponderance of the evidence?

There is a middle ground between a categorical right to counsel and a case-by-case analysis that puts the entire demonstrative burden on the vulnerable litigant who will be ill equipped to meet such a heavy burden. The idea of identifying starting points for a civil right to counsel suggests the need to identify categories of cases important enough to be candidates for an expanded civil right to counsel and to develop a consensus as to the subcategories of cases and litigants within the broader category that are most likely to need counsel. A political agreement among key actors in the legal system, informed by data where a consensus cannot otherwise be reached, might be more useful than doctrine in making these determinations. Judges, legal-aid lawyers, and private lawyers might well provide comparable answers to the question of which subset of cases in their areas of expertise most need counsel. With the consensus in place, litigants with cases falling within the subset would meet the presumption without the need for independent proof, while litigants in cases outside the target area would still be able to attempt proof on a case-by-case basis, though without the benefit of the presumption. Therefore, litigants for whom counsel is not provided will still be provided meaningful access to justice through fair procedures and other forms of assistance to uphold the promise of Turner, due process, and fundamental fairness.

C. The Courts Must Play a Crucial Role in Both Access to Justice and a Civil Right to Counsel.

The logic of Turner, its backdrop, and the need for a comprehensive access-to-justice strategy suggest the central role the courts must play both in promoting access to justice and in developing an expanded civil right to counsel. Turner identifies the interplay between the court procedures and the need for counsel: the more the procedures can provide meaningful access, the less the need for counsel is likely to be. The explosion of self-represented litigation combined with the devastating legal services cutbacks make clear that self-represented litigation is here to stay. Whether litigants are stymied by complex procedures and steamrolled by an unfair system depends on how accessible the procedures are to vulnerable litigants.

The “emerging consensus” Zorza identifies involves “court simplification, bar flexibility, legal aid efficiency and availability, and systems of

163 See Engler, supra note 141, at 710–17; Engler, supra note 142, at 120–24. 164 This approach is the one that advocates in Massachusetts are pursuing with the targeted-representation model under study in the eviction-defense pilot projects. See supra note 137 and accompanying text.
As with the three-pronged approach, the key is the coordination of all available resources with the shared vision of working to increase meaningful access. As the courts reduce the complexity of their procedures, better utilize technology to increase court access, and facilitate the role of judges and court staff in assisting litigants, the need for counsel will diminish. As assistance programs proliferate and evaluation and data collection become more sophisticated, the “Triage and Referral” portion of Zorza’s “emerging consensus” will allow for better identification of litigants who most urgently should be matched with counsel, as opposed to an alternative form of assistance.166

Courts and members of the judiciary are essential in ensuring that the promise of Turner is not illusory. Using the language of the three-prong analysis in the comprehensive access-to-justice strategy, the roles of individual judges, court-connected mediators, and clerks are crucial at prong one. Yet, the crucial role of judges also includes providing judicial leadership more generally. “Court systems are highly complicated organizations, perhaps appropriately not conducive to rapid transformative change. Judges are often the only players with the credibility, reputation, and leverage to build the momentum needed to increase access for the self-represented—and indeed for all people.”167 Court leaders play crucial roles, such as adopting administrative directives that promote increased access and ensuring that individual judges and clerks receive the training and support they need to carry out their roles in this manner.168

Nor is the leadership role for the courts limited to prong one. Successful assistance programs at prong two depend on the cooperation and support of the judiciary.169 The expansion of unbundled legal services, or “limited assistance representation,” was often stymied by hostile court decisions but ultimately furthered by administrative directives and ethics rules that facilitated limited representation.170 At prong three, as judges realize they may

165 Zorza, supra note 144, at 156–57.
166 Id. at 163.
167 NATIONAL BENCH GUIDE, supra note 106, at 12-1. Undertaking a leadership role “reinforces the public’s understanding . . . of the court’s commitment to access and neutrality.” Id.
169 See, e.g., Zorza, supra note 144, at 157–58 (discussing the courts’ contribution to the emerging consensus designed to solve the access-to-justice problem).
170 Judicial resistance and even hostility was most clearly evident in the area of ghost-writing. See, e.g., Jona Goldschmidt, In Defense of Ghostwriting, 29 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1145, 1190 (2002). In contrast, the adoption of Limited Assistance Representation in Massachusetts illustrates how the change depended on leadership from, and acceptance by, the judiciary. See, e.g., THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT STEERING COMM. ON SELF-REPRESENTED
appoint counsel in individual cases under Lassiter itself, the absence of a categorical right to counsel might cease to be the end of the conversation as to whether a litigant needs appointed counsel.\textsuperscript{171}

Successful steps at prongs one and two should shrink the number of cases in which litigants in civil cases require full representation by counsel. The steps cannot eliminate such a need given the basic human needs at stake in many civil proceedings, the adversarial nature of many of those proceedings, and the vulnerability of many of those forced to navigate the system without the level of assistance they need. The courts alone are not the solution to the problem, but the courts remain responsible for the fairness of the procedures and the results emanating from the court system. The willingness to acknowledge scenarios in which nothing short of full representation by counsel is likely to suffice and the subsequent appointment of counsel are crucial components to an effective access-to-justice strategy.

V. CONCLUSION

A coordinated, overarching access-to-justice strategy, which includes leadership from the courts and an effective civil-right-to-counsel component, is essential to making this vision a reality. Only with the leadership both of court leaders and of individual judges will the courts’ procedures and resources be marshaled to reduce the unfairness facing many litigants in our adversarial system. Assistance programs are an important piece of the puzzle, but data and evaluation are crucial to help match the particular programs to the scenarios in which each program is most effective. An expanded civil right to counsel is necessary where important interests are at stake and assistance levels short of assistance by counsel will fall short of providing meaningful access. Rather than placing an insurmountable burden on our most vulnerable litigants to prove the need for counsel, a shared consensus, supplemented with data where important questions remain unanswered, should help identify the scenarios in which counsel is most needed, and will presumptively be provided.

\textsuperscript{171} For a discussion of the use of Lassiter to justify appointment of counsel in private custody cases, see Engler, supra note 142, at 102–04.